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Made in the USA.

ClearSpan's rapidly deployable buildings

enable a quick response to any disaster

ClearSpan creates versatile, cost-effective building solutions that allow you to respond to disasters of any kind at a moment’s
notice. Helical Anchor foundations enable quick construction anywhere, and a ClearSpan structure provides an ideal and
comfortable space for housing, office space, equipment storage, workspace and much more. ClearSpan is a one-stop shop
featuring every building need, and with custom, stock and turnkey options, ClearSpan can quickly get you the building you need.
The ClearSpan Disaster Recovery Advantage:
Available in fabric, metal and hybrid styles.
Build up to 300’ wide and at any length - Transport structures
with ease. Low cost per square foot. No internal support posts.

Durable construction and industry-leading warranties 50 years on steel frames, 25 years on corrugated metal and
20 years on fabric covers.

Climate-sensitive covers - 20 degrees cooler in summer,

Maximum ventilation, dry environments - Ideal for storage or

Energy-efficient designs - Natural lighting drastically reduces

Multiple foundation options - Save time and money
with our Helical Anchor System.

20 degrees warmer in winter.
utilities costs.
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customer testimonials

“The ease of construction, the footprint versus the
amount of usable space, the headroom to allow
stackable shelving, the natural lighting reducing the
installation and maintenance costs - what’s not to like?”

- Glenn Garrison, Lauren Engineers & Constructors, Inc.,
Abilene, Texas

Since 1979, ClearSpan has offered cost-effective, versatile and
energy-efficient building solutions. We provide in-house design,
manufacturing and construction, and pride ourselves on offering
superior customer service. Our experienced truss arch specialists are
highly trained to help you determine the best structure and setup for
your needs. With stock, turnkey and design-build solutions, there is a
ClearSpan structure for everybody.

“The guys like the structure, and ClearSpan is customer
friendly. It only took the ClearSpan construction crew
a week to put it up and get it anchored well. We are
considering purchasing another ClearSpan structure
for our ladder truck.”

- Gerry Strider, Bailey’s Crossroads Volunteer Fire Dept.,
Falls Church, Va.

Dyersville, Iowa Manufacturing Facility
Fabric Buildings
“It was easy to assemble. If I did have a question,
the ClearSpan staff was only a phone call away. The
building is well engineered and even handled Tropical
Storm Irene with no damage, while my neighbor’s roof
was blown off his business.”
- Chris Wilk, Wilk Sealing and Firewood,
Center Rutland, Vt.

COVERS BUILT
FOR STRENGTH
Hybrid or Metal Buildings

Lifting a 2008 Dodge quad
using our 12.5 oz cover
material and structural
steel frame.

